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A DANCE PIECE IN IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL REALITY
VR_I is a 100% virtual dance piece in which five spectators are immersed together and in real time in a
virtual space. Immersive and contemplative, the performance invites viewers, or rather their avatars to
follow their own point of view. The viewers-turned-camera move around inside the installation as
protagonists of their own experience.
Thanks to motion capture technology, we are now capable of reproducing dance in all its fluidity. Although
the set, the environment and the dancers’ envelope are virtual, movement itself is very real. Artanim’s
technology is a giant step for viewer immersion by combining real and virtual environments. Thus, the
boundaries between dancer and viewer are removed and both move on the same plane, at the same time
and in the same space, at the crossroads of reality and ‘virtuality’.
With this unique installation, the performance addresses our perception of reality and our ability to adapt
instantly to possible worlds—worlds that we accept as long as they meet certain criteria of our reality.
In VR_I, viewers and dancers are subject to the same physical laws, they share the horizontal axis. The
actual presence of the viewers’ bodies inside a coherent physical space allows for surprising effects of
scale. Thus, as they stumble into a full-scale desert, viewers-travellers can find themselves face to face
with 30-metre high dancers or later, notice tiny dancers at their feet.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE AT THE CUTTING EDGE OF TECHNOLOGY
VR_I offers a one-of-a-kind experience, thanks to the technology developed by our partner Artanim.
Real Virtuality features a multi-user immersive platform that combines 3D environment with a real-life
stage set. It is until today the only available system that offers a total immersive experience.

VR_I work in progress © Cie Gilles Jobin

In VR_I, 5 viewers are immersed in a virtual environment, moving around in an 8m x 5m room.
Users are tracked by an optical motion capture system in the installation, allowing them to see
their own bodies in the shape of an avatar and to physically move in the virtual environment. The
users’ positions and movements match their body’s movements exactly. Equipped with VR
headsets and an on-board computer, they are free to move and interact with other users.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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CIE GILLES JOBIN & ARTANIM
A DECISIVE ENCOUNTER BETWEEN ART AND TECHNOLOGY
VR_I is a Swiss-made performance born out of the encounter between Cie Gilles Jobin and Artanim. Both
non-profit organisations operate in the Canton of Geneva. A pioneer in its field, Artanim has created a
unique, spectacular and innovative system, thanks to which it now ranks as a leader in the field of virtual
reality technology, while Cie Gilles Jobin has been producing original artistic content that has been
distributed and recognised all over the world for 20 years. Very active in their respective fields, the two
organisations enjoy an international reputation while favouring a local base in terms of producing and
developing skills. Since Switzerland, and Geneva in particular is emerging as a breeding ground for digital
talent on a global level, it was logical for the two entities to get together for a project that combined art
and technology.

Cie Gilles Jobin is a non-profit organisation which has turned Studios 44 into a bustling centre, a pioneer
in terms of professional training for dancers, recognition of contemporary dance in Switzerland and
promoting international exchanges through a number of initiatives: training programmes for dancers,
educational and awareness-raising actions, workshops, artistic residencies, and projects with countries in
the Southern hemisphere, especially in Africa and Latin America. Fascinated with new technology, Gilles
Jobin has been developing basic research projects for several years within the Cie Gilles Jobin’s
Medialab, doing an artistic residency at CERN in 2012 and hosting the GVA Sessions, where
international artists and scientists were invited to exchange and share knowledge, points of view and
perspectives.
Artanim is a non-profit organisation established in 2011 dedicated to developing and promoting motion
capture. Artanim has been conducting R&D projects along two major lines of research: medical research,
where motion capture combined with 3D medical imagery is used to better understand joint structures,
and developing applications in virtual or enhanced reality with a focus on real-time interaction and using
cutting-edge motion capture technology.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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DIGITAL TERRITORIES, NEW AREAS OF PERFORMANCE
FOR CONTEMPORARY DANCE
Contemporary dance, because of its non-narrative form, offers an ideal field for the artistic exploration of
new imaging technologies—technologies that open up an innovative field of exploration for 3D dancing.
Gilles Jobin combines dance with his passion for new imaging technologies, resulting in the production of
the film WOMB in stereoscopy (3D) in 2016, and subsequently of virtual images for the duet FORÇA
FORTE. He thus realises that these technologies can reproduce, and even enhance the unique live
experience of contemporary dance. In WOMB, thanks to 3D, the volume of bodies unfolds in the volume
of the screen and the dancers’ bodies are magnified by the scope and power of 3D movement. Thanks to
motion capture in FORÇA FORTE, virtual imagery makes it possible to move the camera around, i.e. the
eye of the viewer, allowing for hitherto unseen perspectives. These technologies offer a renewed vision of
3D dance as intense as live dance. The new distribution channels for dance provided by these
technologies open up the perspective of ‘new areas of performance for dance’. Cinema screens,
immersive virtual reality devices and online platforms for the dissemination of content dedicated to virtual
reality: New areas of dance are there to be explored.

WOMB, a 3D film by Gilles Jobin (2016) – Trailer: https://vimeo.com/212829170

My first real surprise was to notice that the most powerful thing in a virtual reality experience, in my mind,
was my relationship to others – the physical presence of others, next to or opposite me. The experience of a
gaze, the possible exchange, on a human level (…). These sensations, I experienced again every time VR
brought me together with another body. I feel it opens a very promising albeit unexpected field for this
medium.
Interview of science-fiction author Alain Damasio (Excerpt from Les Inrocks, 01.06.2017)

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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STATEMENT OF INTENT
Gilles Jobin, June 2017
Live dancing
Contemporary dance, because of its non-narrative form, offers an ideal field for the artistic exploration of
new imaging technologies—technologies that open up an innovative field of exploration for 3D dancing.
Dance is an intense, live experience that brings together audiences and performers in a shared spacetime. The audience and performers converge at the same time, on stage for the latter, in the venue for the
former, and they all meet up at the end, a little older than when they entered the venue. It is this timerelated reality that confers its power to a live show. New imaging technologies are now able to reproduce
and even enhance this feeling. With 3D, the volume of bodies unfolds in the volume of the screen and the
dancers’ bodies are magnified by the scope and power of 3D movement. Indeed, motion capture (mocap)
and virtual imagery allow for hitherto unseen perspectives and framings.
Encounter with Artanim
Like many choreographers, I knew about early trials in motion capture, the rendering of which was quite
basic, but in 2013, during a visit to Artanim’s Meyrin-Geneva-based studios, I saw the progress that had
been made in this field. I immediately decided to include it in my projects. Hence, a first motion capture
was made at Artanim’s for the production of the duet FORÇA FORTE in 2015. Out of this I drew a 12minute-long film, which staged two virtual dancers who ‘pass through the screen’ and turn into real
dancers on stage. The images screened at the beginning of the performance are ‘guided’ live by one of
the dancers, who changes the angle of the camera in real time, thereby offering original perspectives on
choreography thanks to the mobility of the virtual camera (watch the making of FORÇA FORTE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M-uqKM44ICA).
Artanim then offered to integrate the motion capture of this virtual duet into a demo entitled ‘A Ballet from
the Inside’ for its Real Virtuality system (watch the demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O98zctMGrA&t=3s). As I acquainted myself with the device, I became aware of the technological
breakthrough that had just been made from a static virtual reality to Artanim’s total immersive VR system.
Without hesitation, I suggested we create a dance performance with this immersive VR device. This
would result in VR_I.
An immersive performance
For VR_I, our research focused on the issue of the body’s scale. Since the area for motion capture was
inevitably confined to a studio, we had to come up with effective strategies to stage our movements in
order to then adapt them to places like a desert or a garden. We also had to think of how to guide the
spectators’ gaze in a world where they are free to choose their point of view.

FORCA FORTE, choreography by Gilles Jobin

A ballet from the inside © Artanim, choreography by Gilles Jobin
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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MAKING OF
A virtual reality project requires skills in 3D animation and motion capture in order to integrate real
movements in a 100% virtual world. In terms of production, because of the novelty of the medium, there is
very little literature and very few examples to refer to. Everything is yet to be invented, as much on an
artistic level as in terms of working and project development methods. Thus, for the creative team, the
first objective is to create spaces and to literally explore them thereafter.
As for most spectators, this is still the very first immersion into virtual reality. With our partner Artanim’s
Real Virtuality system, the concept of ‘real virtuality’ becomes apparent, since it is the only device in the
world to this day that can offer a total immersive experience. VR_I is thus the very first virtual dance
project capable of bringing together five users moving around freely and in real time in a 8 x 5-metre
room, while seeing their own limbs and body as well as that of other participants in the shape of avatars.
The technical process
The production of VR_I required several stages. First, we performed some 3D scans of the dancers’
volume and envelope with a photogrammetric scanner composed of 96 photo cameras. The
choreography was then created in the studios of Cie Gilles Jobin and motion captured in Artanim’s
studios thanks to infrared cameras. Virtual costumes were created by Belgian designer Jean-Paul
Lespagnard and applied to the virtual dancers’ scanned bodies. In parallel, 3D artist Tristan Siodlak
created the sets for the virtual environment under the direction of Jean-Paul Lespagnard. After the motion
capture data was processed and applied to the virtual bodies by Sylvain Chagué and Caecilia
Charbonnier, production manager Camilo De Martino, under the direction of Gilles Jobin, managed the
integration of the animated scanned bodies within a game engine (Unity 3D software). Carla Scaletti
composed the sound environment which was integrated in the 3D engine. Finally, Artanim managed the
integration of the project’s data in the Real Virtuality platform.

Sylvain Chagué scanning Diya Naidu © Cie Gilles Jobin

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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Sylvain Chagué and Caecilia Charbonnier helping equip the dancers for the mocap © Cie Gilles Jobin

Gilles Jobin during a mocap session at Artanim’s studio © Cie Gilles Jobin
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THE INSTALLATION
Five viewers in rotation every 25 minutes
• Preparation and instructions: 20 min.
• VR_I experience: 15 min.
The dance piece is designed as an installation that can be set up in various venues: dance studios,
theatres, exhibition areas, walkways, museums, etc.
Lasting some 12 minutes in total, it hosts five viewers at the same time, i.e. some 20 visitors per hour.
Thanks to Artanim’s Real Virtuality technology, five viewers equipped with VR headsets move around
freely in a real 8-metre long and 5-metre wide room. They see their own body as well as that of four other
viewers, represented in the shape of real-size avatars. The virtual dancers move around on the same axis
as the viewers’ avatars.

Spectators are equipped with a virtual reality system comprising a backpack, an on-board computer and a virtual reality headset.
Markers are placed on their hands and feet, enabling them to see their limbs virtually. Behind them, the infrared cameras capture
their movements in real time. In the virtual environment, the spectators themselves become virtual and take the form of avatars.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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ARTANIM – ENCOUNTER WITH GILLES JOBIN
Since its inception, one of Artanim’s goals has been to promote cultural events in which motion capture
can be used to create new modes of expression and interaction. This is the reason why, beyond the
technological context in which Artanim operates, we have always shown particular interest in working with
artists and choreographers in order to explore new horizons. This interdisciplinary approach has led us to
cross paths with Gilles Jobin, a renowned choreographer who is passionate about new technologies. With
this collaboration on the VR_I project, Gilles Jobin provides us with the opportunity to create a hitherto
unseen experience of contemporary dance that combines real and virtual bodies in movement. By
changing the relationship between spectators and dancers, the performance questions our perception of
reality. Thanks to his talent, Jobin was able to exemplify this potential through surprising effects of scale
and movement. His way of addressing space and movement, in 3 dimensions, convinced us to undertake
this fascinating and unique endeavour.
Artanim – June 2017

See the Swiss TV report about Artanim

Motion capture for VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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R&D IN MOTION CAPTURE
Artanim is a non-profit organisation founded in 2011 and dedicated to the development and promotion of
motion capture. Artanim carries out R&D projects according to two main strategic axes: The first is
medical research where motion capture combined with 3D medical imaging is used to better understand
human joint structures and to improve diagnosis and treatment of musculoskeletal disorders. The second
develops virtual or augmented reality applications with a focus on real time interaction, using cutting edge
motion capture and 3D body scanning technologies. In addition, Artanim develops educational activities
and provides motion capture services in order to make motion capture technology more accessible and
encourage its use in various audiovisual spheres (video games, movies, live performance, etc.).
Real Virtuality is a multi-user immersive platform combining a 3D environment—which can be seen and
heard through a VR headset—with a real-life stage set. Users are tracked by an optical motion capture
system allowing them to see their own bodies and move physically in the virtual environment.
The experience offered by Real Virtuality brings a once in a lifetime experience. Unlike other static
position VR systems (e.g., Oculus, Samsung Gear, etc.), Real Virtuality allows users to become truly
immersed in a VR scene. They can walk around freely, interact with objects and other players, and
experience worlds previously accessible only in their imagination. Because users’ movements match their
avatars movements exactly in the 3D environment, there is no discomfort (motion sickness) or interface
required. The bodies of the visitors become the interface.
This ground-breaking technology arises from research undertaken in the last four years by Artanim. It is
the only means available today to offer a ‘matrix-like’ degree of immersion over a large area.
Whether in the field of video games, the movie industry, museum-type spaces (virtual visits) or theme
parks, or in the sphere of contemporary dance, the technology developed by Artanim gathers a lot of
interest. This work was selected among the three finalists of the Immersive Realities (AR/VR) contest at
SIGGRAPH Los Angeles 2015, awarding the best augmented/virtual reality experiences possible using
today’s technologies. It was selected at the Sundance Film Festival 2016 at Park City and presented at
Cannes Festival in 2016. This technology was also awarded the Laval Virtual 2016 award in the category
‘3D game and entertainment’.

First tests for the demo version of VR_I: the two spectators’ avatars (left and right) watch the virtual dancers in the centre © Artanim

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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CAECILIA CHARBONNIER
Co-Founder, Head of Research, Artanim
Lives and work in Switzerland

th

Caecilia Charbonnier was a professional tennis player (4 in Switzerland, WTA 256 in 1999). Following
an injury to her shoulder, she became interested in computer graphics and sports medicine. She first
obtained a Master of Advanced Studies (MAS) in 2006 in Computer Graphics at EPFL and a PhD in
Computer Science in 2010 at MIRALab – University of Geneva. She is currently President & Research
Director of Artanim, Founder & CTO of Dreamscape Immersive, a VR entertainment company, and
President of the National Thematic Network (NTN) Virtual Switzerland. She is also lecturer in
biomechanics and 3D imaging at the Department of Radiology and Medical Informatics, Faculty of
Medicine, University of Geneva.
Her work focuses on the interdisciplinary use of motion capture from 3D animation, live performance,
movement science, orthopaedics and sports medicine. Her research interests include joint
biomechanics—in particular the 3D modelling, motion analysis and simulation of native or prosthetic
joints—VR/AR, real time motion interaction and 3D body scanning. The results of her research have been
published in more than sixty international journals and conferences.
Caecilia has been awarded the 2009 Walthard Prize from the University of Geneva, the 2009
st
Eurographics Medical 1 Prize, the 2011 ISAKOS Achilles Orthopaedic Sports Medicine Research
th
Award, the 2014 Best Technical Paper Award at the 14 CAOS Meeting, and a special distinction for the
th
best poster discussion at the 15 EFORT Congress in 2014. Her VR platform ‘Real Virtuality’ was also
finalist of the Immersive Realities (VR/AR) contest at SIGGRAPH 2015, selected at the Sundance Film
Festival New Frontier 2016 and won the 2016 Laval Virtual Award.

SYLVAIN CHAGUÉ
Co-Founder, Head of Technology, Artanim
Lives and work in Switzerland

Sylvain Chagué is the Founder and Technology Director of Artanim, a multidisciplinary motion capture lab
in Switzerland, and Founder and CTO of Dreamscape Immersive Inc., a VR entertainment company
developing location-based VR experiences.
Sylvain is an engineer who graduated from the Ecole des Mines de Saint-Etienne (France) and
specialised in image processing, computer graphics and motion capture technology. His areas of
expertise include motion capture for 3D animation and video games, interactive human-computer
interfaces, virtual and augmented reality as well as 3D body scanning technology.
th

His work has been awarded several distinctions: the 2014 Best Technical Paper Award at the 14 CAOS
Meeting in Milan and the best poster discussion at the 15th EFORT Congress in London in 2014. His VR
platform ‘Real Virtuality’ was also finalist of the Immersive Realities (VR/AR) contest at SIGGRAPH 2015,
selected at the Sundance Film Festival New Frontier 2016 and won the 2016 Laval Virtual Award.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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VIRTUAL COSTUMES AND SET
JEAN-PAUL LESPAGNARD

Fashion designer, Artist
Lives and works in Brussels (Belgium)
jeanpaullespagnard.com

Belgian stylist and visual artist Jean-Paul Lespagnard has created the costumes for Jobin’s performances
QUANTUM and FORÇA FORTE, and for the 3D film WOMB. For VR_I, he has created the virtual
costumes and virtual stage set.
Jean Paul Lespagnard is a Belgian fashion designer based in Brussels who has presented off-the-peg
collections for women in Paris since March 2011. Lespagnard studied Visual Arts and Fashion Design.
He then worked alongside Anna Sui for two collections and assisted Annemie Verbeke before creating his
own brand, thanks to the success of his ‘Jacquelines’ at the FIAMH in 2008. Lespagnard combines a
great sense of fashion with a fascination for high and low art and for popular culture in all shapes and
forms. All of his creations reveal an overflowing imagination. He eloquently succeeds in communicating
an optimistic universe where originality goes hand in hand with a playful irreverence for the classical
wardrobe. He likes to say that he dresses mood rather than physique. His comfortable clothes are
suitable for all ages and all body types. Fascinated with performing arts, he has created the costumes for
several theatre and dance productions, e.g. for Liesbeth Gruwez, and has worked regularly with
choreographer Meg Stuart. Jean-Paul Lespagnard’s collaboration with Cie Gilles Jobin began with the
creation of the costumes for QUANTUM (2013), FORÇA FORTE (2016) and the 3D film WOMB (2016).
Jean-Paul Lespagnard is no ordinary fashion designer. His clothing designs, stage costumes, sets and
artworks are all considered from a holistic, functional and visual angle. Images and sources of inspiration
for his work always relate to volume and space. When he exhibited his works at La Galerie des Galeries
in Paris, he came up with a 3D universe consisting of sculptures made of sugar, holographic images,
panels full of holes through which spectators could put their heads and become models. Playful and
deep, his colourful work bears witness to its times and it is often under the cover of humour that he
presents us with a distorting mirror. His visual approach provides excitement and awe: too light-hearted
for the art world, but too insolent to fully subscribe to the world of fashion design, Lespagnard is
somewhere between the two. (Libération)

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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IMMERSIVE SOUND ENVIRONMENT AND MUSICAL COMPOSITION

CARLA SCALETTI
Composer and Inventor of the Kyma Sound Design Environment
Lives and work in Champaign, Illinois (USA)

Carla Scaletti has composed the soundtracks for two of previous Jobin’s performances, Spider Galaxies
and QUANTUM. An expert in the sonification of real data, Scaletti is at the cutting-edge of musical and
technological research.
Carla Scaletti has a PhD in musical composition and a Masters in computer science. She has created the
Kyma system—a visual programming language for sound composition. She also gives regular lectures at
CCMIX (Centre for the Composition of Music Iannis Xenakis) in Paris and her research has been
published in such reviews as Computer Music Journal, Proceedings of the OOPSLA and SPIE
conferences, Perspectives of New Music as well as in several specialised books. She is the president of
Symbolic Sound Corporation, of the Salvatore Martirano Foundation and a member of the advisory board
for the Electronic Music Foundation. In 2003, she received the Distinguished Alumnae Award, and in
2017 the SEAMUS Award, both for her contributions to the field of electroacoustic music. Her music is
distributed by the record labels Centaur and Opus One.

VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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GILLES JOBIN
Artistic Director / Choreographer / Dancer / Filmmaker
Lives and works in Geneva (Switzerland)
Born 1964 in Switzerland
gillesjobin.com
Gilles Jobin was classically trained at the Rosella Hightower International Dance Centre in Cannes and
then at the Ballet Junior of Geneva, directed by Brazilian star Béatriz Consuelo. He worked for ten years
as an independent dancer in Switzerland and Spain before becoming co-director of the Théâtre de l’Usine
in Geneva, in 1993.
Jobin started his choreographic career with a solo trilogy, which focused on identity: Bloody Mary (1995),
Middle Suisse and Only You (1996). In 1997, he moved to London and created his first group
performance A+B=X (1997) – his first collaboration with composer and leader of the rock group The
Young Gods, Franz Treichler. In 1999, he presented A+B=X at the Montpellier Dance Festival, which
provoked an enthusiastic response and attracted the attention of professionals and critics alike. In 1999,
his performance Braindance featured in the 2000 opening programme of the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris.
In 2000, for the first time, Jobin visited Brazil with A+B=X and Braindance for the Londrina Festival and
FID in Belo Horizonte. From then on, he has regularly performed his pieces in Brazil and in South
America.
The Moebius Strip, created at the Théâtre de la Ville in Paris in 2001, became one of Jobin’s most
emblematic performances. In 2002, he created Under Construction for the main stage of the Théâtre de
la Ville in Paris. In this performance, he questions space and movement in his verticality. According to
Marie-Christine Vernay (Liberation, 16/11/2002), the creation is ‘doubtless one of the most majestic of
Gilles Jobin's performances’. The boldness of his work attracted the Ballet du Grand Théâtre de Genève,
which commissioned a work for 22 dancers in 2003: the result, TWO-THOUSAND-AND-THREE, is a
uniquely contemporary performance that ‘transcends both classical and contemporary dance’ (MarieChristine Vernay, Libération, 12/09/2003).
In 2004, he created Delicado for Lisbon’s Gulbenkian Ballet. That same year, Jobin settled down for
good in Geneva before creating Steak House in 2005 and Double Deux, a creation for 12 dancers in
2006. From 2007, the choreographer has enjoyed the continuous support of the City of Geneva, the
Canton of Geneva and Pro Helvetia. He created Text to Speech in 2008 and Black Swan in 2009. In
2011, he created Spider Galaxies and at the end of the year, following a proposal from The Geneva
Chamber Orchestra, he created Shaker Loops with a score by John Adams.
In 2012, Jobin was awarded the first Collide@CERN Geneva Award in Dance and Performance for his
proposition to explore through dance and intervention, the relationship between mind and body at the
world’s largest particle physics laboratory, CERN.
In 2013, he created QUANTUM, a piece for six dancers, with the support of the New Settings programme
of the Fondation d’entreprise Hermès, for his collaboration with visual artist Julius von Bismarck.
QUANTUM has since been performed in New York’s Brooklyn Academy of Music, San Francisco,
Vancouver, Chile, Peru, Switzerland, France, Brazil, Mexico, India, Portugal, etc. In 2015, he shot the 3D
movie WOMB (released in Fall 2016). In 2016, he created the duo FORÇA FORTE with dancer Susana
Panadés Diaz.
Aside from his creations, Jobin has turned his dance company and his Studios 44 headquarters in
Geneva into a pioneering place for the recognition of contemporary dance in Switzerland and the
promotion of international exchange, thanks to daily training sessions for dancers, educational activities,
workshops and artistic residencies, as well as projects with countries in the Southern hemisphere.

FILMS
Films and documentaries focusing on Jobin’s work are still shown at film festivals (e.g. The Moebius Strip
and Braindance, directed by Vincent Pluss; Le Voyage de Moebius, directed by Luc Peter). In December
2002, during Dance Screen 2002, the International Dance Film and Video Festival held in Monaco, The
Moebius Strip by Vincent Pluss received the Award for Best Camera Re-Work. It also won First Prize at
the Cinema d’Arte di Bergamo Festival and was nominated at the 2004 On Camera Festival, which was
held at the Lincoln Centre in New York. In 2015, Gilles Jobin directed his first movie, WOMB, a 3D long
short.
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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AWARDS
In 1998, Jobin was awarded the ‘Bourse du Fonds d’encouragement à la création chorégraphique et
musicale’ for Braindance by the Société Suisse des Auteurs (SSA) and again in 2000 for The Moebius
Strip. In 1999, he was awarded the ‘ZKB Prize’ by Zürcher Theater Spektakel for Braindance. In 2000,
he was among the award winners of the ‘Prix de la Fondation Vaudoise pour la promotion de la création
artistique’. In 2001, he was the first Swiss choreographer to receive the ‘Nouveau Talent Chorégraphique’
Prize awarded every year by the board of the SACD (Société des Auteurs et des Compositeurs
Dramatiques, Paris/Brussels/Montreal). In December 2004, he received the Culture Leenaards 2004
Prize for his work. In 2009, he was candidate at the XII Prix Europe Nouvelles Réalités Théâtrales.
In 2015, he received the Swiss Grand Award for Dance for his contribution to the development of
contemporary dance in Switzerland and beyond. The award was presented by Federal Councillor Alain
Berset at the Théâtre Equilibre in Fribourg.
In 2017, Gilles Jobin’s latest dance piece in immersive virtual reality, VR_I conceived in partnership with
Artanim, and created as a World Premiere at FNC - Festival du Nouveau Cinema in Montreal (Canada)
receives the Innovation Award presented by Prim for the most innovative work for new platforms, and
the FNC eXPlore Performances/Installations People’s Choice Award presented by Viveport (HTC).

CONFERENCES
Gilles Jobin has regularly featured as an international guest speaker at CERN Globe of Science, PCPUB
University in Lima, Peru, AA School of Architecture in London, Femis Cinema School in Paris, TRIUMF
Laboratory in Vancouver, etc. He also manages and organizes the workshop and seminar called The
GVA Sessions.
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•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bloody Mary, Middle Suisse, Only You (1995-96)
A+B=X (1997)
Macrocosm (1999)
Braindance (1999)
The Moebius Strip (2001)
Under Construction (2002)
TWO-THOUSAND-AND-THREE (2003) Commissioned for the Ballet du Grand Théâtre – Geneva
Delicado (2004) Commissioned for Ballet Gulbenkian – Lisbon
Steak House (2005)
Double Deux (2006)
The Moebius Strip + Moebius Kids (2007) Commissioned for the Cie Virevolte -Geneva
Text to Speech (2008)
Black Swan (2009)
Le Chaînon Manquant – The Missing Link (2010)
Spider Galaxies (2011)
Shaker Loops (2012)
PROTOKIDS (2013) Commissioned for the Cie Virevolte -Geneva
QUANTUM (2013)
FORÇA FORTE (2015)
WOMB (2016) 3D film
VR_I (2017) Immersive virtual reality piece
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SUSANA PANADÉS DÍAZ
Assistant to the Artistic Director and Choreographer, Dancer (Spain)
Lives and works in Geneva (Switzerland)

From 1989 to 1995, Diaz studied classical and contemporary dance at the Institut del Teatre in Barcelona,
before entering the P.A.R.T.S. programme in Brussels, directed by Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker. She worked
with Caterina Sagna’s dance company in 2001 on the creation of Sorelline. From 1999 to 2004, she worked as
a performer with Fabienne Berger in: Azur Blues, Natal, Océane Lili and Avril en mai. Since 2005, she has
worked with Cie Gilles Jobin as a performer in Steak House (2005), Double Deux (2006), Text to Speech
(2008), Black Swan (2009), The Missing Link (‘Le Chaînon Manquant’, 2010), Spider Galaxies, Shaker
Loops (2011), and QUANTUM (2013). She was part of the cast for The Moebius Strip (Pachuca 2007) and
A+B=X (Paris 2010) re-runs and has also worked as artistic assistant and multimedia manager for the
company. In 2009, Diaz worked on Rudi Van der Merwe’s I’d like to save the world, but I’m too busy saving
myself. In 2012, she created S.P.A.C.E. with South-African dancers Thami Manekehla and Thabiso Pule, and
performed to an original score by Oscar Martin and Fernando de Miguel at La Bâtie festival in Geneva. In 2015,
she performed in Rudi Van der Merwe’s Trophées.
In 2015, Susana Panadés Diaz was part of the cast of Gilles Jobin 3D film WOMB.
In 2016, she created the duo FORÇA FORTE with Gilles Jobin.

VICTORIA CHIU
Dancer
Lives and work in Melbourne (Australia)

Victoria Chiu trained at the VCA, Melbourne, Australia. She performed and toured extensively with European and
Australian choreographers and companies, including Cie Nomades, Gilles Jobin, Micha Purucker, Jozsef Trefeli,
Fiona Malone, Bernadette Walong, and the Australian Dance Theatre for Superstars of Dance. She co-created and
toured Starstruck and The Ballad of Herbie Cox through Europe, Canada, Los Angeles and Australia, and presented
her work Floored at Dancehouse in 2013. Chiu has been in residence at Footscray Community Arts Centre (FCAC)
since September 2013 while working on her last work Do You Speak Chinese? This work premiered with critical
acclaim in March as part of the 2015 Malthouse season for Dance Massive, before going on tour to the Shanghai
International Arts Festival RAW!Land in Bendigo in 2015. She has co-choreographed Fire Monkey with Arts Fission,
Singapore, and created Grotto for AsiaTOPA. Recently, she appeared in a film for Cate Consandine at CCP
Melbourne. She will also appear in Linda Sastradipradja’s work and has begun a new collaboration with Candy
Bowers.

DIYA NAIDU
Dancer
Lives and work in Bangalore (India)

Diya Naidu is a movement artist/dancer and choreographer based in Bangalore, India. She has been a repertory
member of Attakkalari, one of India's pioneer contemporary dance companies for nearly eight years. Her training has
included Indian martial art, classical Indian dance, yoga and contemporary dance.
Naidu has been an independent artist since 2014 and has made several pieces through International grants and
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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residencies such as Pro Helvetia’s artist residency, The Gender Bender grant from the Goethe Institut and Facets
choreographic laboratory of the Attakkalari India Biennial.
She has recently created work around gender, intimacy and perception, aging and class in India. Diya Naidu is
passionate about movement, research and collaboration and sees the artist as the key site for the integration of many
worlds, in an experiential way.

TIDIANI N’DIAYE
Dancer
Lives and work in Nantes (France)

After training for four years at a dance centre in Bamako under the direction of Haitian choreographer Kettly Noël,
Tidiani N’Diaye won a First Prize in 2009 at the Bal des Donkelaw, organised by the Institut Français in Bamako and
Donko Seko, for his dance piece Être différent. He joined the Centre National de Danse Contemporaine d’Angers
under the direction of Emmanuelle Huynh in 2011 and was awarded a graduate diploma as a professional dancer
and a degree in Theatre Studies from Université Paris VIII in 2013. In September 2013, he took up the ex.e.r.ce MA
programme at the Centre National Chorégraphique de Montpellier under the direction of Mathilde Monnier,
graduating in 2015. Since 2010, he has carried out projects combining dance and digital arts. In 2010, he created
Copier Coller (a multimedia resource and artistic creation centre) in Bamako, and then Cie Copier Coller in 2013 in
Angers (France). Tidiani has danced in such shows as Cie Gilles Jobin’s The Missing Link - Le Chaînon Manquant
(Switzerland), Cie Blonba’s Alla te Sunogo (France/Mali), and Cie Dagada’s Grenzland (Germany).

CAMILO DE MARTINO
Technical Director
Lives and works in Fribourg and Geneva

Camilo De Martino trained as a multimedia designer at Eikon (Fribourg, Switzerland). Starting in 2013, he
began working in the field of cinema and video art for various film productions with the Guillaume
brothers’ association Ciné3D, in particular on La nuit de l'ours and Le conte des sables d'or. Assistant
director to Gilles Jobin for the 3D film WOMB, he then became assistant director for performer and visual
artist La Ribot for her Film Noir. After working in Croatia on Anja Kofmel’s animated documentary Chris
the Swiss, Camilo De Martino was entrusted with the production management of Gilles Jobin and
Artanim’s VR_I. In 2017, the Canton of Fribourg offered him a six-month stay at the ‘Im Wedding’ artistic
residency in Berlin for the development of a personal project.

TRISTAN SIODLAK
3D Artist
Lives and work in Geneva

Tristan Siodlak has specialised in 3D modelling, virtual reality (VR) and everything that revolves around
this medium. After a BA in computer graphics and 3D animation at Ecole Bellecour (Lyon, France), he
turned to video games and worked at Artefact Studio in Lyon and later at Kenzan Studio in Geneva for
three years, where he worked on advertising projects, the creation of a video game level, enhanced
reality projects, renderings for architecture and VR projects in real time. For Gilles Jobin and in
partnership with Artanim, Tristan Siodlak has realised the modelling, textures, lighting and rendering of all
of VR_I’s sets and characters.
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Complete technical details on request
Hugo Cahn: technique@gillesjobin.com
Members of the audience are fitted with markers for motion capture on their hands and feet, a backpack,
an VR headset and a headphone that takes approximately two minutes to fit. They can then walk around
freely in a virtual space.
Required surface for the show
Length 8m
Width 5m
Required surface for the setup
Length 9.50m
Width 7.50m
Height between 3m and 3.50m
Equipment to be provided by the venue
Hook-up system for infrared cameras around the play area (e.g.: Scene Rig)
Setup
1 day before the first show
Audio system
The audience are equipped with audio headsets (supplied)
Lighting
Working lights
Furniture
1 table for technical equipment
Staff required to operating the installation
2 technicians of the Cie Gilles Jobin
1 local technician
2-3 local steward-esse-s to help equip the audience
Please note: It must be possible to dim the daylight and the performance space must have constant artificial lighting.
Light variations disrupt the infrared cameras.

The Real Virtuality system developed by Artanim © Cie Gilles Jobin
VR_I © Cie Gilles Jobin 2017
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FONDATION CIE GILLES JOBIN
Established in 2000, the non-profit organisation Fondation Cie Gilles Jobin, aims to:
• Support and promote contemporary artistic creation
• Further cultural and artistic exchange in Switzerland and abroad
• Promote contemporary choreographic creation
• Manage, produce and develop the choreographic research and creation of Gilles Jobin, including
all activities related to his artistic involvement

Board members
Frédéric Maire, Chairman / Elena Tatti / Evelyne Theytaz / Michael Doser

Artistic Director
Gilles Jobin
gilles@gillesjobin.com

Assistant to the Artistic Director
Susana Panadés Diaz

Technical Director
Hugo Cahn
technique@gillesjobin.com

Administration and Accounting
Gonzague Bochud
compta@gillesjobin.com

General Contact
admin@gillesjobin.com

Cie Gilles Jobin is supported by the City of Geneva, the Canton of Geneva and Pro Helvetia – Swiss Arts Council
Gilles Jobin is the recipient of the 2015 Swiss Grand Award for Dance, awarded by the Office fédéral de la culture (OFC)
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http://barfi.ch/News-Basel/Die-Flucht-nach-vorne-Das-HeK-inszeniertkurzzeitig-Gilles-Jobins-virtuelle-Realitaet
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http://www.bilan.ch/techno-plus-de-redaction/danse-appel-a-realite-virtuelle
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